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The words "pirates" or "piracy" may bring to mind Long John Silver and Robert Louis 
Stevenson, the Pirates of Penzance and Gilbert and Sullivan, or Henry Morgan and the 
Spanish Main, the Barbary States and the beginnings of the United States ~ a v ~ , '  
"Bully" Hayes and ~rrowtown,' or the South China Sea and the Strait of Malacca. The 
words may also have an extended meaning as in the case of aerial or sky piracy, pirate 
radio stations and the piracy of intellectual property. 

I begin with some facts about present day piracy of the traditional kind - that is at 
sea. I do that to emphasise that it is a real and present problem, as indeed the Comite 
Maritime International recognises in its current programme of work.3 I then consider 
aspects of the substantive law of piracy with the purpose not just of description but also 
for reasons of legal method - to see how the law has developed, how it is enforced and 
how it is written, and to see as well its extension by analogy. The call is on lawyers' 
imagination and intuition as well as on their intellects. I trust that this broader call is 
appropriate to this memorial occasion for a man who was plainly a great lawyer. 

When I last spoke in this splendid part of New Zealand it was to the Aviation Law 
Association of Australia and New Zealand and I quoted then, in the spirit of poets being 
the true legislators of mankind, lines from Lord Tennyson's Locksley Hall (1837-38) in 
which he anticipated by almost a century not just travel by air, but ferocious aerial 
combat: 
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In 1998 the CMI mifiated the Jolnt International Workmg Group on Unlfomty of Law re Plracy and Acts of 
Mantlme Vlolence As ~ t s  name suggests, the Group auns to combat modem piracy through unlfomty of 
national laws and to go beyond "piracy" to other "acts of mantlme violence" It mtends to finallse ~ t s  model 
code by October 2001 See also the actlvlties of the C o m t t e e  of the Council for Secunty Cooperation m the 
Asla Paclfic (CSCAP) and the International Mantime Organlsation JMO) The IMO's work also goes 
beyond the cnme of plracy to "armed robbery agamst shps" See eg the Draft Code m MSC/Clrc 984 20 
December 2000 




























